Shabby Chic Invitation
with a Vienna embellishment
Facebook 16.5.13

You wil l need:










Enfolio Pocketcard (your chosen
board stock code will end in E-23) or Wrap
(your chosen board stock code will end in E-55)
141 mm card stock (your chosen board stock
code will end in C-3)
Ribbon we chose Berisfords 10mm satin (RIB31)
25mm Organza (lots to choose from)
Polyester Satin Fabric or Ribbon (diameter about
5.5cm) and lace scraps
3mm Adhesive Gems (EM233-3)
Vienna Embellishment (DE-178)
Glues - Gem-Tac & ATG or Double sided tape, Hot
Melt Glue

1. Assemble your chosen Enfolio by folding the tabs on the pocket and
securing them in place with ATG tape or double-sided tape.
2. Print your text and design (you can download Royalty Free designs from the internet) onto
the Cardstock centering the elements and leaving space to attach your f lower.
3. Take a length of ribbon (about 66cm) and attach to the back of your card stock (about half
way up) leaving 22cm of ribbon on the RHS and 30cm approx on the LHS as you look at the
front of the layers).
4. Take your card stock with the attached ribbon and attach to the front of the Enfolio (be
careful to centre it) and press firmly.
5. P lace your printed enclosures into your Enfolio.
6.To make the f lower: cut two circles of satin fabric or ribbon (they don’t have to be too neat
and make one slightly smaller than the other). Carefully run or hold the fabric near to a naked
f lame (but not touching) as you swoop the fabric near to the f lame the edges will seal and
curl. Layer a scrap of lace over your two satin circles and scrunch organza ribbon beneath.glue this centrally on the front of your card adding the Vienna embellishment to finish.
7. Attach your self adhesive gems (wherever you fancy!)
8. Tie your ribbon in a bow on the RHS of the invitation
Lovely!
and admire!
30cm of ribbon on LHS - this goes around the back of the invitation
and ties to the side with other length of ribbon
printed
card stock

22cm of ribbon on RHS
Stick
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